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The tech megatrends such as AI, Blockchain, Cybersecurity, and
Data Analytics have been impacting industries and economies
significantly in recent years. What has changed and what is the
progress made since then? How have people reacted and adapted
to these forces? Would the future be better with AI dominating
the tech space or would it be worse off, in an already bleak
workforce globally? This track focuses on how we need to prepare
for the next wave and to adapt and thrive in a digital world!

Panel Discussed by
. Ridzuan Abdul Aziz
Pres i d e n t , FinTech Association of Malay s i a
Foun d e r , CS Tech Solutions;
Mana g i n g Partner, Centre of AI Innovati o n ( C E . A . I . )

Arijit Bhattacharyya
CEO / F o u nder, Virtualinfocom

Dr. Andrea Bonime-Blanc
CEO & F ounder, GE C Risk Advisory

Moderated by:

Tyler Aveni
Head o f I nternational Fintech Partnersh i p s , W e B a n k
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The Big 4 Megatrends

How These Are Shaping the World & Industries in the Next 5 Years

Ridzuan Abdul Aziz
Ridzuan stated that people have changed these days
due to the influence of technology especially in
analytics and AI. Here is short presentation based on
research and observation and on the impact and
influence of technology on the current generation.
The younger generation has access to different kinds
of information and to the way this information is
delivered to them.
Hence, persuasive technology has become an
interesting topic to observe the implications of this
technology. The Internet and the speed at which this
information is being delivered makes the youth more
dynamic and it influences them to find solutions to
their challenges while also helping them become
honest and mature citizens. The analytics aspects of
AI Technology are like a double-edged sword and
can be quite detrimental to the government's stay in
the power. Technology also plays a huge role in
business, operations, as well as on the future of
Economy.

Arijit Bhattacharyya
Arijit shared that there is a deep relationship between
art and logic. A backend system is connected with a
secure crypto-enabled ecosystem that allows any
kind of payment such as by using a retina scanner.
This integrated system is called a smart management
structure.
The
smart
gateway
system
is
interconnected with the back end system much like a
healthcare monitoring system which can do a basic
health check, detect the causes and also prescribe a
solution.

An ultimate solution to an issue is derived with an
integration of a kind of relationship between logic and
structure. Learning becomes more scientific, more
connected, enhanced and interconnected to each
other. The Megatrends are all interconnected, for the
power sector, green tech, other sectors and even to
our life itself. The Megatrends are coming up quite
fast and their adoption is happening quickly too
especially for creating a smart banking and a smart
agriculture system.

Dr. Andrea Bonime-Blanc
Talked from the perspective of someone who
has worked in governance, ethics, and risk
management. Dr. Andrea discussed ten global
megatrends of turbulent times and their
technology implication from an environment,
social governance, and technology standpoint.
First megatrends are the fourth industrial
revolution based on the world economy.
Megatrends are focused on AI, the blockchain,
cybersecurity issues, data analytics, and others.
Also AI can be used effectively to sort out
environmental issues for the future. AI as
everything else comes with its own risk as well
as also opportunities which presents huge
challenges. This brings us to the responsibility
to educate ourselves and our people on these
issues and build on its strength.
The second megatrend is the collapse of trust
at a global level. Though it is not technologyfocused it does have a lot of implications on
technology for building trust and nurturing new
ideas.

_ To be continued in next page.
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The Big 4 Megatrends

How These Are Shaping the World & Industries in the Next 5 Years

Dr. Andrea Bonime-Blanc
The Third megatrend is a world with leadership
extremes. Leaders need to know how to deal with
new issues related to environment, social
governance,
technology
transformation
and
disruption. The fourth megatrend is the complex
interconnected of ESG and the risk as the world
becomes more interconnected with various aspects
such as the environmental aspect, social aspects,
governance and technology aspects. The Fifth
megatrend pertains to ecological issues, apocalypse,
and climate change.

The Sixth megatrend is about the geopolitical
abnormalities which affect technology and observing
small changes. The seventh megatrend is about the
rise of concern regarding environmental, social,
governance, and stakeholder issues. The eight
megatrend is about moral businesses or inculcating a
social global conscience. Stakeholders as being
responsible torch bearers to bring about more
societal change including digital transformation. Ninth
megatrend is about New trends emerging out of the
megatrends from hyper transparency to super
opacity megatrends such as fake videos, audios, and
news that can cause a lot of mess up. The last
megatrends are about future fear which meant what
is the fear of the future will occur.
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Awards

Main organisers

CENTRE FOR
AI INNOVATION

Prizes in the form of CEAI Sponsorship Grants to develop
the AI systems around the winners' projects will be
awarded (worth up to USD50,000 per project) and shall
be announced during the AI World Summit 21/22 event
held digitally on 1 Dec 2021. Terms and conditions apply.

AI FOR
AI WORLD
POSITIVE SUMMIT
IMPACT
WHERE I NNOVATORS & D I SRU PTORS
MEET TO CHALLENGE LI MI TS

1st
DEC

)8+TMG(
MP9 - MA9

We are also pleased to share that under the UniversityIndustry
Partnership
(UIP)
programme
(https://myfinb.com/uip/), where more than 500 research
papers have been submitted for collaboration - are now
being considered for the Centre for AI Innovation's
(CEAI)'s prestigious awards.

Managed by CE.A.I & Powered by MyFinB.

The Awards

The
Benefits

Most Innovative Research

Most Promising Research

Exposure to almost 11
million professionals in
the Global Virtual
Network and Database

Opportunity for New
Partnerships, Industry
Collaborations and
Projects globally

Most Impactful Research

Special Award : Dedication
for Research Excellence

Strengthen your personal and the
university's brand equity and social capital
to public, private, and non-profit
organizations in more than 30 countries
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Are you the champion?
Submit your research proposal now and join our AI World Summit 21/22 (AIWS) webinar to find out who the winners are.
CLOSING DATE:
Thu, 25 Nov 2021,
1159pm (GMT+8)

Submit Research proposal:
ttps://myfinb.com/uip/uipresearch-registration-form-3/

Webinar Registration:

https://cutt.ly/aiws-2021
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Most Outstanding Research

Brought to you by

FROM IDEAS INTO SYSTEMS
DESIGN & BUILD AI PROTOTYPES AS PART OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION FOR YOUR ORGANISATION.

A 3-month professional programme that
builds up your knowledge, in order to
develop a solution for industries and
implement to achieve measurable impact.
This is a must-attend especially for those
without
coding,
programming
or
technical knowledge.
www.myfinb.com/caai

FOUNDATION

Learn key concepts, understanding various
AI models, case studies, assignments.

INTERMEDIATE
Design applications with project assignments
linked to industry pain points; develop
blueprint design and solutions

ADVANCED
Actual industry engagements and solutions
design with MyFinB/CEAI, by applying what you
have learnt in Foundation and Intermediate
levels - into actual organisations: sandbox, pilot
and
test
runs,
with
potential
for
commercialisation with industries.
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for professionals and practitioners without
coding or programming knowledge.

3 LEVELS

GET AI-CERTIFIED

myfinb-group
@MyFinBGroup

MyFinB uses its proprietary NLGU and
Cognitive Analytics capabilities to serve 10
core segments: Financial institutions,
Enterprises / SMEs, Accounting and
Auditing Firms / Consultants, Government
Agencies , Credit bureaus, Stock Exchanges,
Insurers, Trade Associations and Business
chambers, Universities and Investment
Promotion Agencies.

Global Chamber® is a one-of-kind virtual
and growing community of CEOs,
executives and leaders in 525 regions
around the world… everywhere… focused on
helping companies grow in more than one
metro area.
It is the ONLY organization in the world with
hundreds of locations that helps executives
grow their company through warm
connections and a variety of virtual services.
Global Chamber’s vision is a world where
doing cross metro and cross border
business is as easy as selling across the
street. It also provides members with virtual
connections, training, and information just
right to grow… helping members connect
with customers, partners and experts to
grow across metros and borders. When
members engage with Global Chamber, risk
is reduced, and growth accelerates.

TheGlobalChamber
grow-globally
@globalchambe

CONTACT US

We specialise in Artificial Intelligence and
Natural
Language
Generation
&
Understanding (NLGU).
Our AI-powered
solutions
translates
structured
data
(financial statements, bank statements,
incorporation info) and unstructured data
(publications, social media, journals and
video images) into decisioning reports.

MyFinB

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

UNITED STATES

MyFinB (M) Sdn. Bhd.

MyFinB Holdings
Pte. Ltd.

Global Chamber,
LLC.

One Marina
Boulevard, Level 20,
Singapore 018989

4400 N Scottsdale
Road, Suite 9-852,
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
USA

Level 13A, Menara
Tokio Marine 189 Jalan
Tun Razak, Hampshire
Park, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 327 173 418

Tel: +65 6932 2658
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Tel: +1 (855) 476-9845
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MyFinB is an award-winning, high growth AI
start-up with core operations in KL/SG and
serving more than 30 markets globally.

